Instructions and Layplans
Pussy Bow Tie Blouse Instructions

MADE IN THE UK
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Preparation
It is really important to launder your fabric (according to
instructions) before you sew with it – this allows for shrinkage. On the pattern sheet there are labels you can cut out to
pin on to your fabric pieces after you have cut them out to
remind you which piece is which (handy if you cut out and
leave to sew at a later date). First of all, after you have cut out
your pattern pieces, make your neckline binding (see opposite
page). You must then over lock or zig zag stitch all raw edges.
These are: the bottom edge of waistband, skirt side seams,
the bottom edge of skirt pieces and all sides edge of the pleat
panel. On the blouse you can overlock or zig zag stitch the
bottom, top and side edges of the sleeves, the armhole, edges
if attaching sleeves (don’t bother if you are making the
sleeveless version as you will be bias binding the armhole
edges), and the bottom edge of blouse front and back.
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You are now ready to start creating your outfit!

Layplan Blouse Instructions
All sizes 60’’ Wide Fabric
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Pin and place the gathered
sleeve RST with blouse.
Stitch in place.
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9. TURN COLLAR OUT
AND PRESS.

Seam allowances
1
for blouse are 1cm.
Follow notches.

3. Stitch bias binding around
neck line from a to b.

Pin and sew darts into
front bodice iron upwards.
Press darts in place.

With RST pin Front and
Back blouse shoulders
together. Sew 1cm seam.
PRESS SEAMS OPEN.
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RST pin and place neck tie to neck of
blouse. Make sure the centre back notch on
the collar aligns with the centre back notch
on the blouse.
Start sewing (X) and end on other
side at the same place (Y) .

RST = right sides of
fabric together
Key
1. Neck Tie (cut 1)
2. Neck Bias Binding (cut 2)
3. Front Blouse (cut 1 on fold)
4. Blouse Back (cut 1 on fold)
5. Sleeve (cut 2)

RST stitch down side
seams from the top
of sleeve making sure to
match seams (X).

Fold collar in half RST.

Leaving a 1 cm seam allowance, stitch
from a to b and from c to d leaving a
turning through gap between c and d. Turn
tie through to right side through the gap
you have left. Top stitch gap closed. Press.
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Sew a running stitch on
sleeve curve between notches
and gather the sleeve head
so it will fit curve of armhole.

Happy Sewing!
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Sleeveless Version

Turn up blouse hem by 0.5cm and
iron flat, stitch all the way around
and repeat. Press.
Now turn up sleeve edges and
repeat the same process. Press.
FINISHED.
WELL DONE!

Follow stages 1 to 3, then RST join
Front and Back bodices at side seams and then add bias binding
(See instructions below) to armholes and continue to step 7.
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Fold binding over and pin
in place on wrong side around
neckline. Sew at folded
outer edge.

Sew bias binding in
place RST around
armhole finishing
on top of and at end
of folded edge.

Trim armhole edge
to match bias
binding edge.

Pin bias binding in
place on the wrong
side. Sew at outer
folded edge. Repeat
for other armhole.

Neck line Bias Binding
You will need to make your neck binding from the same fabric you are making your blouse
with (the binding for your sleeveless version can be the ready made shop bought type).
You can make your binding very simply by folding in each long edge of your neck binding
strip towards the centre by 1cm and pressing the edges flat. Or if you have a bias binding
maker, you can use that instead.
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